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 We believe an important contribution of the current research synthesis is the 

identification and classification of the type of research methods utilized during the past 20 years.  

We believe this information can improve users understanding of all COG-ACH relations 

research and improve research via assisting investigators select research designs appropriate for 

their specific research question(s).   Unfortunately, space limitations did not allow a thorough 

discussion of the different methods.  Instead, we offer a series of annotated visual-graphic 

conceptual figures and recommended readings. 

 Only studies 7-10 (Floyd et al., 2006; Ganci, 2004;  Hale et al., 2008; Proctor et al., 2005) 

did not use multiple regression (MR) or structural equation modeling (SEM) methods (see Table 

2).  These four investigations represented less than 10 % of all sample analyses (8.2 %).   

Furthermore, the methods employed in most of these small subset of studies can be subsumed 

under MR with manifest variables (Keith, 2006; Keith & Reynolds, in press) as they are all 

variants of the statistical class of methods typically called the multivariate general linear model 

(MGLM).  Thus, this manuscript supplement presents visual-graphic conceptual models, with 

annotated notes, for the research designs used in the majority of sample analyses (91.2 %).  The 



reader is encouraged to review Keith (2006), Keith and Reynolds (in press), Green & Thompson 

(2006), Pedhazur (1997) for explanations of the analysis methods listed in Table 2.   
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